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When a young, misfit boy
is accidentally turned into a

wizard, he must save the
town he's been desperately

trying to escape. 

"...a riveting debut young adult horror novel...Each
character—both magical and human—stands out in an
engaging way...Readers will be drawn in quickly and
never want to get out." 

PRAISE FOR THE BOOK

"...a tense supernatural thriller that teens will find
compelling and hard to put down. Libraries looking for
magic-based horror and fantasy stories that hold
underlying lessons for teens will find Misfit's Magic: The
Last Halloween an excellent acquisition." 

"...delivers a world that is humorous, quirky, and original
with darkness that lurks underneath in the fight between
good and evil."
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—Diane Donovan, Senior Reviewer

—Liz Konkel

"I love nearly everything about this book… It was all
fantastic…the author brings us into and keeps us in the
mystical world of magic… From the bottom of my heart,
I rate this work four out of four stars…”

"Misfit's Magic: The Last Halloween is a captivating read
and a thought-provoking coming-of-age story, perfect for
horror and fantasy fans...the story is atmospheric and
exciting..." —Childrens's Book Review

"...a thoroughly engaging story that captured my
attention from the first page. Goff is a character you root
for throughout the book..." - —Kristine Zimmerman
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This book is most appropriate for 10+
but mature 8+ have enjoyed it as have
young and older adults. It's a full-
length novel at 388 pages, but the
language is clean (nothing worse than
"heck"), and while there are scary
parts, overall it is a "feel good" story
with a positive message about kindness
and friendship. 
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